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SOLVING THE NONLINEAR COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM

by

Hans KREMERS and Dolf TALMAN

ABSTRACT: In order to solve the nonlinear complementarity problem we
propose a simplicial restart algorithm that subdivides the set on which

the problem is defined into simplices and generates from an arbitrarily
chosen starting point a piecewise linear path either leading to an

approximate solution or diverging towards infinity. We will give a
convergence condition under which the algorithm will find an approxi-

mate solution. If the accuracy of the approximate solution is not suf-
ficient the algorithm can be restarted at the approximate solution with

a finer simplicial subdivision. The piecewise linear path generated by
the algorithm is followed by a sequence of adjacent simplices of vary-

ing dimension.
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SOLVING THE NONLINEAR COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM

1. Introduction.

One of the most well-known problems in the field of mathematical
programming is the so-called nonlinear complementarity problem. This
problem is frequently met when solving systems of nonlinear equations,
and computing economic equilibria or fixed points. The nonlinear com-
plementarity problem (NLCP) is defined as follows.

Given a continuous function f from Rn to Rn, find an x~ E Rn such
that

x" 2 0, f(x~) 2 0
X"Tf(XN) - 0. (1.1)

The NLCP is an extreme case of the nonlinear complementarity problem
with lower and upper bounds in the sense that one takes the zero vector
as a lower bound and the upper bound going to infinity. A description
of the nonlinear complementarity problem with finite lower and upper
bounds can be found in [2] together with a description of an algorithm
solving this problem.

In this paper we will describe an algorithm solving the NLCP defined
in (1.1). This algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm developed
in [2]. Our algorithm is a path following algorithm starting in an
arbitrarily chosen point v E Rn. The description of the path to be
followed by the algorithm is given in section 2 while section 3 de-
scribes the algorithm itself. Also a convergence condition for the
algorithm will be given because the unbounded region in (1.1) gives
rise to possible divergence of the algorithm. The convergence condition
guarantees the existence of an upper bound on the points generated by
the algorithm. Notice that it does not necessarily specify this upper
bound. Therefore, we cannot apply the algorithm developed in [2] in
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order to solve (1.1). In section 4 we describe an appropriate simplici-
al subdivision of Rn..

2. The path to be approximated by the algorithm.

Starting in an arbitrarily chosen point v E R} the algorithm follows
approximately a path of points x E R4 such that x satisfies

max{0,(1-p)vi} - xi if fi(x) ) 0

max{0,(1-p)vi} S xi S vi t p if fi(x) - 0
xi - vi . p if fi(x) ~ 0

(2.1)

for some p 2 0. Under some regularity and nondegeneracy conditions the

set of points x satisfying the conditions in (2.1), for p Z 0, form

piecewise smooth curves. Each of these curves is either a loop or a

path. One of these paths, say P, has v as an end point for p- 0. If P

has another end point, say x~, then xM is a solution to (1.1). Other-

wise the path P will go towards infinity and no solution to (1.1) will
be found. The algorithm follows approximately this path P by making f
linear on each simplex of a simplicial subdivision of R}.

Without loss of generality we assume that no component of f(v)
equals zero. Then, through increasing p from 0 the path P leaves v by

increasing xi from vi such that xi - vi t p if fi(v) ( 0 and by de-

creasing xi from vi such that xi - max{0,(1-p)vi} if fi(v) ) 0, for all

i E{1,...,n}. If along the path P, at a point x satisfying (2.1),

fj(x) becomes zero for some j E(1,...,n} while xj - vj t p (or xj -

max{0,(1-p)vj}) then either x solves (1.1) or the path continues by

decreasing (increasing) xj from vj t p(max{0,(1-p)vj}) and keeping

fj(x) - 0. If at a point x on P, satisfying (2.1), xj becomes equal to

vj t p(or max{0,(1-p)vj}), for some j E{i~fi(x)-0}, then the path P

continues by decreasing (increasing) fj(x) from 0 and keeping xj equel

to vj t p(or max {0,(1-p)vj}). Finally, if at a point x on P, p be-

comes equal to 1 and f(x) Z 0, then fi(x) - 0 when 0( xi s vi f 1 and

f.(x) Z 0 when x. - 0, so x is a solution of (1.1). Otherwise, p will
i i

be increased further, keeping xi - 0 for all i such that fi(x) ) 0. For
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n- 2 in Figure 2.1 an example of a possible path is given by the bold-
faced piecewise smooth curve. This figure also illustrates the rays
along which the algorithm can leave v.

x2

xl

Figure 2.1: The rays along which the algorithm can leave v and an exam-
ple of a possible path to be followed by the algorithm.

3. The algorithm.

The algorithm approximately follows the path P described in section

2 by generating a piecewise linear (p.l.) path P connecting v with an

approximate solution x of (1.1) or diverging towards infinity. For a
description oF this p.l. path we approximate the function f by a p.l.

approximation F.

To define a p.l. approximation F of f we need to subdivide R~ into
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simplices. So, let Gn be a simplicial subdivision of R~ with some fi-
nite mesh. For an appropriate simplicial subdivision of Rn we refer the
interested reader to section 4.

Definition 3.1: The p.l. approximation F of f with respect to Gn at a
point x E Rn is given byt

F(x) - ~i}1 ~if(Y1)

where the convex hull ~(yl, ..,yntl) of yl, ..,yntl in Rt is an n-di-
mensional or n-simplex in Gn containing x and where ~1,...,~ntl 2 0 are
such that x - ~i}1 ~iyl ~d ~i}1 ~i - 1'

The results obtained in section 2 with respect to f can also be
applied to the p.l. approximation F of f. In particular, there exists a
p.l. path P of points in R} starting in v and ending in a solution to
(1.1) with respect to F or going to infinity. For each point x on the

path P there exists a p Z 0 such that for all i E{1,...,n}

max{0,(1-p)vi} - xi if Fi(x) ~ 0
max{0,(1-p)vi} s xi s vi t p if Fi(x) - 0

xi - vi ~ p if Fi(x) ~ 0.
(3.1)

Notice that in (3.1) the sign pattern of F(x) plays a very important
role. Therefore we introduce the notion of a sign vector in Rn.

Definition 3.2: A vector s E Rn is a sign vector iF, for all i,
si E {-1,0,~1}.

For a sign vector s in Rn, let IO(s) :- {j E{1,...,n}I sj - 0}, I}1(s)
:- {j E {1,...,n}~ sj - tl}, and I-1(s) :- {j E {1,...,n}~ sj - -1}.
Now, for each sign vector s let the set A(s) be defined by

tl
A(s) -(D if s Z 0 and vi - 0 for all i E I (s),

and otherwise
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A(s) -{x E R~~ if si - ~1 then max{0,(1-p)vi} - xi,
if si - 0 then max{0,(1-p)vi} 5 xi 5 vi t p,

if si --1 then xi - vi t p,

with p Z 0 if s 5 0 or vi - 0 for sll i E I}1(s),
and otherwise 0 s p s 1}.

For each sign vector s, the set A~(s) is defined by

AG(s) -~ if s S 0 or s 2 0 or vi - 0 for all i E I}1(s),

and otherwise

AG(s) -{x E R}~ if si - tl then 0- xi,

if si - 0 then 0 5 xi S vi t p,

if si --1 then xi - vi ~ p, with p Z 1}.

Figure 3.1 shows all possible subsets A(s) and A~(s) for the two-dimen-
sional case.

From the definitions of A(s) and A~(s) and from (3.1), it follows
that x E P satisfies x E A(s) or x E A~(s) and s- sgn(F(x)), for some
sign vector s.

The simplicial subdivision Gn of Rn has to be such that it subdi-
vides each nonempty subset A(s) and A~(s) into t-simplices where t, the
dimension of A(s) (AD(s)), is equal to ~I~(s)~tl (see section 4 for an
appropriate simplicial subdivision). So, if x E A(s) (or x E A~(s))
there are a t-simplex a(yl, ..,yttl) in A(s) (A~(s)) and numbers
~,.. a z 0 such that x ttl i t~l
1 . . ttl - ~i-1 ~iy and ~i-1 ~i - 1.

On the other hand, if sgn(F(x)) - s, then there exist ~ Z 0,

h f~ IG(s), such that F(x) -~h~IO(s) ~she(h), where e(h) is the n-di-

mensional unit vector with ei(h) - 1 if i- h. Hence, if x lies on the
1 ttlpath P, then for some sign vector s there is a t-simplex a(y ,..,y )

in A(s) (AD(s)) such that the system of linear equations given by

~i41 ~i(f (11), - ~h~IG(s) Y`hshle0h) J - I ~ J (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Subdivision of R? into subsets A(s) and A~(s).

has a solution ai z 0, i- 1,...,ttl, ~ 2 0, h~ I~(s), with x-
~ttl ~wyi The vector 0 in (3.2) denotes the n-vector of zeros.i-1 i -

System (3.2) is a system of nfl equations with nt2 unknowns leaving
us with one degree of freedom. So, assuming nondegeneracy, a line seg-
ment of solutions to (3.2) exists which can be followed by making a
linear programming pivot step in (3.2). This line segment corresponds
to a linear piece of P in o defined by the points ~ttl ~ i

i-1 iy '
In an end point of a line segment of solutions to (3.2) either

ap - 0 for some p E{1,...,t41} or uj - 0 for some j~ I~(s). If at an
end point a- 0 for some p E{1,...,t;l}, then the point x 1p - ~i~p ~iY
lies in the facet T of a opposite the vertex yp. The facet T is either
a facet of exactly one other t-simplex, say v, in A(s) (A~(s)), or it
is not and T lies in the boundary of A(s) (A~(s)).



Suppose cs exists. Then, in order to continue the path P in A(s)
(AO(s)), a pivot step is made in (3.2) with the column [f(y)T,1]T cor-
responding to the unique vertex y of c not contained in T. The algo-
rithm is continued by repeating the procedure described.

Suppose 6 does not exist and hence T lies in the boundary of A(s)
(AO(s)). If ~r lies in Cn(s), with Cn(s) defined as Cn(s) -(b if s 5 0
or v. - 0 for all i E I;1(s), and otherwisei

Cn(s) -{x E R}~ if si - 41 then 0- xi,
if si - 0 then 0 5 xi 5 vi t 1,
if si --1 then xi - vi ~ 1},

then the algorithm has found a point x E Cn(s) with sign vector s equal
to sgn(F(x)). If s Z 0 then x is an approximate solution for (1.1).
Otherwise T is the facet of a unique t-simplex 6 in AO(s) (A(s)). In
order to continue the path P in AO(s) (A(s)), a pivot step is made in
(3.2) with the column [f(y)T,1]T corresponding to the unique vertex y
of cs not contained in T. The algorithm is continued by repeating the
procedure described.

If the facet T of 6 in the boundary of A(s) does not lie in Cn(s),
then T is a(t-1)-simplex in A(s) or AO(s), with s being a sign vector
such that s~ ~ 0 for some ~ E IO(s) while si - si for all i~~, and
the algorithm continues in A(s) or AO(s) by pivoting the column
[s~e(~)T,0]T into ( 3.2). Note that AO(s) is a facet in the boundary of
A(s) only if v~ ~ 0.

If the facet T of cs in the boundary of AO(s) does not lie in Cn(s),
then z is a ( t-1)-simplex in AO(s), with s being a sign vector such
that s~ ~ 0 for some .~ E IO(s) while si - si for all i~~, and the
algorithm continues in AO(s) by pivoting the column [s~e(~)T,0]T into
(3.2).

If at an end point of solutions to (3.2), uj is zero for some
j f~ IO(s), then at x-~i}i ~iyl we have Fj(x) - sjuj - 0. Let s be a
sign vector such that sj - 0 and sh - sh for h ~e j. Then x E A(s) is an
approximate solution to (1.1) if s 2 0 end vi - 0 for ell i E I41(s).
Also, x E AO(s) is an approximate solution to (1.1) if s 2 0. If these
conditions do not hold then there is exactly one (ttl)-simplex 6 in
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A(s) if o E A(s) or o E A~(s) and A~(s) -~(~ in A~(s) if ~ E AD(s)
and AD(s) ~~D) having o as a facet. The algorithm continues by pivoting
the column f- r T[(y) ,1] into (3.2), where y is the vertex of á not con-
tained in o.

Now we have described how the algorithm proceeds along the path P in
the different subsets A(s) and AD(s) of Rn, we still have to describe
the initialization of the algorithm at v. At v the system (3.2) becomes

~llf(1) J - ~h-1 s~l~ le~h) J - I~ J (3.3)

having a unique solution al - 1, ~- shfh(v) ) 0, h E{1,...,n}, where
s~ - sgn(f(v)). If s~ 2 0 and vi - 0 for all i E I}1(s~), then the
algorithm stops with an exact solution at v. Otherwise, the starting
point v is a facet of a unique 1-simplex o(yl,y2) in A(s~) with yl - v.
The algorithm then pivots the column [f(y2)T,1]T into (3.3).

Since all steps are unique and returning to v is impossible, the
algorithm either terminates within a finite number of steps with an
approximate solution x of (1.1) or it follows a path towards infinity.

When an approximate solution x of (1.1) is found, one can measure
the accuracy of approximation by taking the smallest E) 0 for which
for all i E {1,...,n}

-E 5 fi(X) lf Xi - O
-E s fi(x) s E if xi ) 0.

If f(x) is not accurate enough, i.e., E is too large, the algorithm is
repeated being started at v- x with a finer simplicial subdivision of
Rn. This in the hope to find a more accurate approximation within a
relative small number of steps.

When a path towards infinity is followed no solution will be found.
So, we have to state conditions under which the algorithm converges
towards an approximate solution of (1.1). Theorem 3.1 states conditions
under which an upper bound to the points x generated by the algorithm
exists.
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Theorem 3.1: Let f be a continuous function from Rn to Rn and let v be
the starting point of the algorithm. Assume there exists a number ~~ 0
such that fi(x) ) 0 whenever xi ) u. Then the algorithm terminates
within a finite number of steps with an approximate solution of (1.1).

Proof: Suppose there exists a number u~ 0 such that fi(x) ~ 0 whenever
xi ~ u. We show that the algorithm cannot generate a t-simplex a, with

vertices yl yt~l in the simplicial subdivision Gn of Rt for which
for all x E a holds that xi ) u for some i E{1,...,n}. Without loss of

generality we may assume that vi ~ K. Then, o lies in A(s) or A~(s),
where s is a sign vector such that si 5 0, by definition of A(s) and
A~ (s). If o is generated by the algorithm we can conclude from (3.2)
that the i-th component of the p.l. approximation F in x-~t~l ~ yj

~-1 j
E a is less than or equal to zero, i.e. Fi(x) 5 0. On the other hand,

by assumption, y E 6 implies yi ~ k, so fi(y) ~ 0 for all y E 6. This
implies that fi(y~} ) 0 for all vertices y~, j- 1,...,ttl, of 6. Since
x is a convex combination of these vertices the p.l. approximation F in
x, being the same convex combination of f(yj), j- 1,...,ttl, must have
positive i-th component, i.e. Fi(x) ) 0. This is in contradiction with
Fi(x) s 0. So, cs cannot be generated by the algorithm.

4. A simplicial subdivision of Rn.

In order to triangulate R} one can use any simplicial subdivision.
The only restriction one has to pose on the simplicial subdivision of
Rn to underly the algorithm described in section 3 is that it has to
triangulate all nonempty subsets A(s) and A~(s). In this section we
propose an appropriate simplicial subdivision of Ri which is based on a
combination of the V-triangulation as developed in [1] and the K'-tri-
angulation as developed in [3].

To describe the simplicial subdivision of Rt we need to subdivide
each nonempty A(s) into subsets A(s,T) and each nonempty subset A~(s)
into subsets A~(s,T) with T C (I~(s) u-ID(s)) such that for all
i E IG(s) either i or -i belongs to T. When s~ 0 or vi ) 0 for some

41i E I (s). then the subsets A(s,T) are defined as
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A(s,T) -(Ó if vi - 0 for some i E T,

and otherwise

A(s,T) -{x E R~~ if si - tl then max{0,(1-p)vi} - xi,
if si - 0 and i E T then max{0,(1-p)vi} s xi S vi,
if si - 0 and -i E T then vi s xi 5 vi t p,
if si --1 then xi - vi t p,
with p Z 0 if s s 0 or vi - 0 for all i E I}1(s),
and otherwise 0 5 p 5 1}.

When s~ 0, s~ 0, and vi ) 0 for some i E I{1(s), then the subsets
0A (s,T) are defined as

AO(s,T) -(ó if vi - 0 for some i E T,

and otherwise

AO(s,T) -{x E Rnl if si - tl then 0- xi,
if si - 0 and i E T then 0 5 xi s vi,

if si - 0 and -i E T then vi s xi s vi { p,
if si --1 then xi - vi t p,
with p 2 1},

In Figure 4.1 we have drawn some subsets A(s,T) and A~(s,T) in R2.t
For some positive integer m, each nonempty subset A(s,T) is subdi-

vided into t-simplices o(yl,n) with vertices yl yt~l~ with
t- ~IO(s)~tl the dimension of A(s,T), such that

i) Y1 - v t a(0)m-lq(0) t~jEIO(s) a(j)m-lq(j) with integers a(j) and
a(0) satisfying

if s s 0 or vi - 0 for all i E I}1(s) then

0 5 a(j) s a(0) for all -j E T, and
max{O,a(0)-m} s a(j) s a(0) for all j E T,
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xl

Figure 4.1: Some subsets A(s,T) and A~(s,T) in R?.

and otherwise

0 5 a(j) 5 a(0) 5 m-1 for all j E ID(s);

ii) rt-(nl,...,nt) is a permutation of the elements of I~(s) u{0}
such that for all j E ID(s):

if np, - 0, rtp - j, and a(rtp) - a(np,) then p' ~ p;

if rtp, - 0, rtp - j, j E T, and s(np) - e(rtp,)-m then p~ p';

iii) yl}1 - yi t m-1q(rt.). i- 1,...,t,i
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where qj(0) - 1 for j E I-1(s) or -j E T and qj(0) --vj for j E I41(s)
or j E T, and where

q(j) - -e(j) if -j E T,

q(j) - vje(j) if j E T.

Let the simplicial subdivision of A(s,T) be denoted by Gm(s,T). Then,
the simplicial subdivision of A(s), denoted by Gm(s), is given by the
union of Gm(s,T) over all feasible T.

For the same positive integer m, each nonempty subset AD(s,T) is
subdivided into t-simplices e(yl,n) with vertices yl, ..,yttl, where

t- ~I~(s)~tl is the dimension of A~(s,T), such that

i) yl - v(s'T) t a(G)m-lq(G) t~jEIO(s) a(j)m-lq(j) with integers
a(j) and a(0) satisfying

a(0) z m;
0 s a(j) 5 a(0) for all -j E T;
a(0)-m s a(j) 5 a(0) for all j E T;

ii) n-(nl,...,nt) is a permutation of the elements of IG(s) u{G}
such that for all j E I~(s) hold:

if np, - 0, np - j, and a(np) - a(rtp,) then p' ~ p;

if n,- 0, rt- j, j E T, and a(rt )- a(rt ,)-m then p~ p';
P P P P

iii) yl.l - yi } m-lq(ni). i - 1,...,t,

where vj(s,T) - 0 for all jEIil(s) and vj(s,T) - vj otherwise, where
qj(0) - 1 for jEI-1(s) or -jET, qj(0) --vj for jET, and qj(0) - 0
otherwise, and where

q(j) - -e(j) if -j E T,
q(j) - vje(j) if j E T.
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Figure 4.2 gives an example of a simplicial subdivision of all subsets
A(s,T) and AD(s,T) with grid size m- 2.

x2

~`

r~~1 `~~ `I ~I`I ~

v

,~
~` I

`
-- --

X1

Figure 4.2: An example of a simpliciel subdivision of R? with grid size
m - 2.

L,et the simplicial subdivision of A~(s,T) be denoted by Gmn(s,T).
Then the simplicial subdivision of A~(s), denoted by Gmn(s), is given
by the union of Gmn(s,T) over all T. The simplicial subdivision of R~,
Gm, is now induced by the union of Gm(s) and Gmn(s) over all possible
sign vectors s, m-1 being the grid size of the simplicial subdivision.

In section 3 we described how to follow the path P through Rn from v

by making pivot steps in the system of equations (3.2) with respect to

a sequence of adjacent simplices o in A(s) or A~(s) for varying sign

vectors s. After having introduced a specific simplicial subdivision of
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Rt we now describe how a sequence of adjacent simplices cs in this sim-
plicial subdivision of Rn can be followed, i.e., we describe how, given
the parameters yl, n, and a(h), for h E I~(s) u{0}, of a t-simplex 6,
the parameters of a simplex 6 adjacent to Q are obtained.

The movement from a t-simplex a(yl,n) in A(s,T) (A~(s,T)) to an
adjacent simplex o(yl,rr) is called a replacement step when á(yl,rr) is
also a t-simplex in A(s,T) (AG(s,T)). Making a replacement step we
replace a vertex yp, for some p E{1,...,ttl}, of 6 opposite the common
facet T of cs and 6 by the vertex y of o not belonging to T. The possi-
bilities are listed in Table 1, where the (ntl)-vector a is defined by
ah - a(h), h E I~(s) u{0}, and ah - 0 otherwise. Notice that, in Table
1 the unit vector e(h) is an (ntl)-vector, h- O,l,...,n.

Table 1: Replacement step.

-1
Y rt a

P - 1 yl~m-lq(rtl) (rt2,...,rtt,n1) a}e(rtl)
1( p~ ttl yl ( rtl,...,rtp-2'rtp'np-l,rrp}1,...,rtt) a
P - t,l yl-m-lq(trt) (nt,rtl,...,Rt-1) a-e(rtt)

In case the replacement step with respect to yp cannot be performed,
the facet i of cs(yl,rt) opposite yp lies in the boundary of A(s,T)
(A~(s,T)). Lemma 4.1 describes the cases when T lies in the boundary of
A(s,T) or A~(s,T).

Lemma 4.1: Let 6(yl,n) be a t-simplex in Gm(s,T) (Gmn(s,T)) and T the
facet of 6 opposite vertex yp, 1 s p s ttl. Then T lies in the boundary
of A(s,T) (A~(s,T)) if and only if one of the following cases holds:
1) p- 1, s~ 0, vi ~ 0 for some i E I41(s), nl - 0, and a(nl) - m-1;
2) 1~ p~ ttl, rtp-1 - k, np - 0, k E T, and a(rtp-1) - a(rrp)-m;
3) 1~ p( tfl, rtp-1 - 0, and a(rtp-1) - a(Rp);
4) P- ttl, rtt ~ 0, and a(rtt) - 0;
5) p- t.l, s~ 0, s~ 0, vi ~ 0 for some i E I`1(s), nt - 0, and

a(rtt) - m.
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In cases 1 and 5 of Lemma 4.1, T lies in Cn(s). In case 1, if s~ 0
then o lies in A(s,T) and shares T with a unique t-simplex a(yl,rt) in
A~(s,T) where yl - yl f m-lq(0) and n-(n2,...,nt,rt1). In case 5, a
lies in AC(s,T) and shares 2 with a unique t-simplex o(yl,n) in A(s,T)
where yl - yl - m-lq(nt) and n-(nt'nl ""'nt-1)' So, a replacement
step is made resulting in a t-simplex in an adjoining set A~(s,T) in
case 1(A(s,T) in case 5).
In case 2, T is a(t-1)-simplex ~(yl,n) in AD(s,T) where s- s 4 e(k),

T - T ` {k}, and n - (nl,...,np-2'np,...,nt).
In case 3, if n- k and v~ 0, 6 shares T with a t-simplex cs(yl,n) in
A(s,T) when a EpA(s,T) (A~(s,T) when o E A~(s,T)) where
T- T `{h} u{-h}, h- -k if -k E T, h- k if k E T. If in case 3
np - k and vk - 0 with -k E T, then T is a(t-1)-simplex 6(yl,n) in
A(s,T) when 6 E A(s,T) (AD(s,T) when ~ E AC(s,T)) where s- s t e(k),
T - T ` {-k}, and n - (nl,....rrp-2'np,...,nt).
In case 4, if nt - k and -k E T, then T is a(t-1)-simplex a(yl,n) in
A(s,T) when c E A(s,T) (AC(s,T) when 6 E A~(s,T)) where s- s- e(k),
T- T`{-k}, and n-{rtl" "'nt-1)' If nt - k and k E T, then T is a
(t-1)-simplex ct(yl,n) in A(s,T) where s - s t e(k), T- T`{k}, and
n-(nl" "'nt-1)' Notice that if t- 1, nl - 0, and a(0) - 0 then
T - {v}.

Finall 1y, a t-simplex o(y ,n) in A(s,T) is a facet of exactly one
1 -(t}1)-simplex ~(y ,n) in a nonempty set A(s,T) where s is such that
0 -sk - 0 for a k~ I(s) while si - si for all other i E{1,...,n}. If

sk - tl and vk ~ 0 then T- T u{k} and n-(nl,...,nt,k).
If sk -}1 and vk - 0 then T- T u{-k} and n-(nl,... n ,k n ,

' p-1 ~ p~ .
nt) where p is such that rtp - 0.

If sk --1 then T- T v{-k} and n-(nl,...,nt,k).

A t-simplex ~(yl,n) in AD(s,T) is a facet of exactly one (ttl)-sim-

plex o(yl,n) in a nonempty set A(s,T) if A~(s) -(D and otherwise in

AC(s,T) where s is such that sk - 0 for a k f~ I~(s) while si - si for

all other i E{1,...,n}. If sk - tl and vk ~ 0 then T- T u{k} and

rr -(nl,...,np-l,k,np,...,nt) where p is such that np - 0.

If sk - tl and vk - 0 then T- T u{-k} and rt-(nl,...,np-l,k,np,.. ,
nt) where p is such that np-1 - 0. If sk --1 then T- T u{-k} and
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n-(rtl,...,rtt,k). This concludes the description of how to follow a
sequence of adjacent simplices in the simplicial subdivision.
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